8 reasons to choose LogRhythm
(straight from our customers’ mouths)
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You’ll stop the bad guys—those who are in
and those who are trying to get in.
“We immediately found legacy systems that were attempting to
access databases with outdated or removed credentials and were
also immediately informed of several cases of low and slow
attempts against our servers. We have continued to gain valuable
insight into our network security and as a result, we are more
confident in our ability to stop unwanted traffic.”
–Chief Network Analyst, Higher Educational Institution

Save time and resource drain.
“Instead of spending countless hours
investigating a credit card theft, we are
able to confirm if it was truly stolen in
our system.”
–IT Director, Food Products Company

72%
saw a significant impact
on staff productivity.
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“LogRhythm decreased our daily log
analysis portion of our day from 2 to 3
hours down to less than 30 minutes.”
–Security Officer, Large Enterprise
Automotive & Transport Company
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It’s easy to use.

61%
said that

“Very powerful. Easy to manage compared
to other SIEMs."

LogRhythm has
a better user
interface/
experience than
their previous
solution provider.

–Security Officer, Large Enterprise
Consumer Products Company

“LogRhythm is one of the easiest SIEMs
to use with the most out-of-the-box
features compared to other SIEMs.”
–Engineer, Large Enterprise
Real Estate Company

Customer support is second to none.
“Deployment was smooth and easy;
continuous support received is excellent.”
- Security Officer, Medium Enterprise
Financial Services Company

“Support issues are handled in a timely
manner and professional services are spot on.”
–IT Systems Analyst,
Hospitality & Recreation Company
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89%
said the level of
support and services
they receive is better
than their previous
solution provider.
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You’ll see measurable return
on your investment—fast.

84%
realized a positive
return on investment
within 12 months.

“We believe that the LogRhythm SIEM is
one of the most comprehensive solutions
in the industry at an entry price that most
organizations can afford.”
–Security Manager, Medium Enterprise
Aerospace & Defense Company

Our customers recommend it.
“The support is excellent.”
–Security Officer, Large Enterprise
Insurance Company

“I love it. From the logic of logs to events,
the granularity I am offered—the PRICE!”
–Security Officer, Large Enterprise
Insurance Company

“I would recommend LogRhythm because the product
proactively supports multiple Operating Systems,
has detailed reporting, and emerging security tool
integration for incident response.”
–Chief Security Officer,
Large Enterprise Computer Services Company
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86%
of customers
would
recommend
LogRhythm
to a friend or
colleague.

“It’s awesome.”
–IT Architect, Large Enterprise
Aerospace & Defense Company
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You'll see immediate improvements in your
organization's security. (And get a better
night's sleep.)
“We have better visibility into multiple areas
of our environment, and we're able to
identify problems and incidents more
quickly and easily.”
–IT Architect,
Medium Enterprise Industrial
Manufacturing Company

“With LogRhythm we have more visibility into
our infrastructure security. We improved our
ability to anticipate and prevent the threat,
helping us resolve a lot of security problems.”
–IT Manager,
State and Local Government

Easily meet your compliance mandates.

LogRhythm is one of the best tools to support
and meet the requirement of PCI auditing.”
–IT Administrator, Large Enterprise
Consumer Products Company

Source: 2015 TechValidate survey of 396 LogRhythm customers
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